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This New York Times best seller from National Public Radio's
religion correspondent explores questions about the science of
spiritual experience, discussing scientific discoveries about the
way faith affects our brains, near-death experiences and
whether or not science can explain God. Reprint. A best-selling
book.
This finger-printing book includes simple, step-by-step
instructions for lots of pictures and scenes to create using only
fingerprints, and a multi-coloured ink pad is attached to the
side of the book, so no extra materials are required.
Encourages creativity and manual dexterity.
This little book is packed with step-by-step guides for children
to create all kinds of spring-time things using the paint
provided and a pen. Children can learn how to make Easter
eggs, bunnies, baby animals, and more as they fill the pages
with their own seasonal finger-painting scenes.
The field of fingerprinting for personal identification and
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criminal investigation is progressing at a rapid rate. Numerous
research projects are devoted to fingerprint detection
techniques and identification issues, and recent debate focuses
on the admissibility of fingerprint evidence in US courts. In
light of these events, as well as the previous lack of one volume
that brings together the scientific and legal aspects of this
discipline, the time is ideal for an easily accessible resource
that gathers together and analyzes the latest findings and
techniques related to fingerprint science. Fingerprints and
Other Ridge Skin Impressions features the insight of a
recognized team of authorities, including contributors from a
key institution for forensic research. Chapters cover all aspects
of the subject including the formation of friction ridges on the
skin, the deposition of latent prints, the detection and
enhancement of such marks, recording of fingerprint evidence,
and fingerprint identification itself. Recent advances in
statistical interpretation, fingerprint detection techniques, and
computer technology are also discussed in detail. This practical
techniques manual is an ideal text for practitioners working in
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the field of fingerprint detection and identification, as well as
anyone studying forensic science at the undergraduate and
postgraduate levels. There is also sufficient background
material for legal professionals and police in need of an
introduction to the critical subject of fingerprinting.
Fingerprint Activities Under the Sea
Fingerprints and Other Ridge Skin Impressions
PICTURE PERFECT FINGER PRINTS KIT.
True Tales of Law Enforcement Encounters with the
Paranormal and the Strange
Fingerprints of the Gods
“Fans of romantic suspense will fall hard for this story” from
the #1 New York Times-bestselling author of the Sisterhood
novels (A Love So True). Pediatrician Lorrie Ryan has been
looking forward to camping with her seven-year-old nephew,
Davey. It’s a chance to let the fragile, sheltered boy spend
time away from his nervous, overprotective parents, and have
the adventure he’s always wanted. But in the lush woods,
Lorrie never imagines they are not alone—or that their idyllic
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trip will soon become a chilling nightmare of survival . . . In
one terrifying moment, Davey disappears. The local police find
no trace of him, and a desperate Lorrie turns to the one man
who can help: FBI agent Stuart Sanders. Now, the hunt is on
for a child growing weaker by the minute—and a cruel predator
whose twisted game of cat-and-mouse has only just begun . . .
“A heart-pounding romantic thriller . . . as fast paced and
exciting as always.”—Booklist Praise for Fern Michaels and her
novels “Prose so natural that it seems you are witnessing a
story rather than reading about it.”—Los Angeles Sunday
Times “Michaels just keeps getting better and better with each
book . . . She never disappoints.”—RT Book Reviews “A
knockout story.”—Publishers Weekly
In recent years, biometrics has developed rapidly with its
worldwide applications for daily life. New trends and novel
developments have been proposed to acquire and process
many different biometric traits. The ignored challenges in the
past and potential problems need to be thought together and
deeply integrated. The key objective of the book is to keep up
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with the new technologies on some recent theoretical
development as well as new trends of applications in
biometrics. The topics covered in this book reflect well both
aspects of development. They include the new development in
forensic speaker recognition, 3D and thermo face recognition,
finger vein recognition, contact-less biometric system, hand
geometry recognition, biometric performance evaluation, multibiometric template protection, and novel subfields in the new
challenge fields. The book consists of 13 chapters. It is divided
into four sections, namely, theory and method, performance
evaluation, security and template protection, and other
applications. The book was reviewed by editors Dr. Jucheng
Yang and Dr. Shanjuan Xie. We deeply appreciate the efforts of
our guest editors: Dr. Norman Poh, Dr. Loris Nanni, Dr.
Dongsun Park, Dr. Sook Yoon and Ms. Congcong Xiong, as well
as a number of anonymous reviewers.
Could the story of mankind be far older than we have
previously believed? Using tools as varied as archaeoastronomy, geology, and computer analysis of ancient myths,
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Graham Hancock presents a compelling case to suggest that it
is. “A fancy piece of historical sleuthing . . . intriguing and
entertaining and sturdy enough to give a long pause for
thought.”—Kirkus Reviews In Fingerprints of the Gods,
Hancock embarks on a worldwide quest to put together all the
pieces of the vast and fascinating jigsaw of mankind’s hidden
past. In ancient monuments as far apart as Egypt’s Great
Sphinx, the strange Andean ruins of Tihuanaco, and Mexico’s
awe-inspiring Temples of the Sun and Moon, he reveals not
only the clear fingerprints of an as-yet-unidentified civilization
of remote antiquity, but also startling evidence of its vast
sophistication, technological advancement, and evolved
scientific knowledge. A record-breaking number one bestseller
in Britain, Fingerprints of the Gods contains the makings of an
intellectual revolution, a dramatic and irreversible change in
the way that we understand our past—and so our future. And
Fingerprints of God tells us something more. As we recover the
truth about prehistory, and discover the real meaning of
ancient myths and monuments, it becomes apparent that a
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warning has been handed down to us, a warning of terrible
cataclysm that afflicts the Earth in great cycles at irregular
intervals of time—a cataclysm that may be about to recur.
“Readers will hugely enjoy their quest in these pages of
inspired storytelling.”—The Times (UK)
The idea of The Fingerprint Sourcebook originated during a
meeting in April 2002. Individuals representing the fingerprint,
academic, and scientific communities met in Chicago, Illinois,
for a day and a half to discuss the state of fingerprint
identification with a view toward the challenges raised by
Daubert issues. The meeting was a joint project between the
International Association for Identification (IAI) and West
Virginia University (WVU). One recommendation that came out
of that meeting was a suggestion to create a sourcebook for
friction ridge examiners, that is, a single source of researched
information regarding the subject. This sourcebook would
provide educational, training, and research information for the
international scientific community.
Palm Painting. Level 2
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Fingerprint Fairies
Burn
Advances in Fingerprint Technology
New Trends and Developments in Biometrics
Fingerprints constitute one of the most important categories of
physical evidence, and it is among the few that can be truly
individualized. During the last two decades, many new and exciting
developments have taken place in the field of fingerprint science,
particularly in the realm of methods for developing latent prints and
in the growth of imag
Simply press your finger into the ink pad and print scales on a
stegosaur's back, decorate a diplodocus and add teeth to a roaring Trex. Features lots of different dinosaurs, along with other
prehistoric creatures that lived on land and in the sea. Illustrations:
Full colour throughout
Ed Emberley's Classic Drawing Books.
Make workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY wins!
Recent studies show that typical managers devote more than a
quarter of their time to resolving coworker disputes. The Big Book
of Conflict-Resolution Games offers a wealth of activities and
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exercises for groups of any size that let you manage your business
(instead of managing personalities). Part of the acclaimed,
bestselling Big Books series, this guide offers step-by-step
directions and customizable tools that empower you to heal rifts
arising from ineffective communication, cultural/personality
clashes, and other specific problem areas—before they affect your
organization's bottom line. Let The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution
Games help you to: Build trust Foster morale Improve processes
Overcome diversity issues And more Dozens of physical and verbal
activities help create a safe environment for teams to explore
several common forms of conflict—and their resolution. Inexpensive,
easy-to-implement, and proved effective at Fortune 500 corporations
and mom-and-pop businesses alike, the exercises in The Big Book of
Conflict-Resolution Games delivers everything you need to make
your workplace more efficient, effective, and engaged.
Mini Books Finger Painting People
Deciphering Your Life Purpose from Your Fingerprints
Fingerprint Farm
Picture Perfect Framing
Ed Emberley's Great Thumbprint Drawing Book
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Creative storytelling is at your fingertips in this magical activity book. It’s a
different kind of finger painting! This unique art book comes with nine ink
pads in vibrant colors that invite children to use their own fingerprints to
complete the art projects inside. Turn fingerprints into imaginative fairy
creatures and other fantastical characters. With encouraging step-by-step
guides and exciting scenes, this is the ideal book to develop creative skills.
Make your own stunning fingerprint art with this fabulous book! Perfect for
small hands! Ink pads come with a reusable lid for easy cleanup and storage.
Early learning skills promoted in this book include sequencing, creativity, and
materials handling.
These unique and innovative books are based on the early childhood
development system invented by bestselling experts Olga Ouzorova and Elena
Nefedova. Their methods help children develop essential skills such as logical
thinking, speech, imagination, and, especially, creativity and emotional
awareness. Kids love to paint with their fingers, and these books make that
favorite activity even more beneficial. Even for young ones who don’t yet talk,
these books help build a solid foundation for speech development - all while a
child is creating awesome art! With guidance from the special parental tips,
children learn about animals, plants, and many other child-popular subjects.
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Every lesson includes a rhyme, an illustration to complete, and an example to
follow. All lessons and books are organized by levels of complexity and are
age-appropriate for each child.
Shows how to create artwork by starting with a fingerprint, and provides stepby-step examples.
An extraordinary and almost unprecedented discussion has arisen within the
last few weeks as to the use of "Finger Clues." The chief occasion for this
curious clamor seems to have been the faulty use of this new way of fingerprints in the case of the two brothers Stratton, who were hanged for a double
murder at Deptford, known as the "Mask" murders. Mr. James P. Budden, the
well-known criminal solicitor, who was for the defense, asked Inspector
Collins, " Can you give me the name of any medical or legal authority who
takes any notice of this so-called science?" - " I do not know any." - [Standard,
26th April, 1905.] In what is headed as " A Strong Letter," Mr. Budden wrote
to the Birmingham Gazette and Express (July 12th) giving some additional
details of interest. He says: " On this point a remark made by Inspector
Collins, of the Scotland Yard Fingerprint Department, when I cross-examined
him is significant. I asked him whether his finger-print system, of which he
appeared in court as an expert, was an exact science. He replied that it was. '
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Then, if it is an exact science, ' I said, 1 it must have a name, ' and I asked him
for the name of his science. He said he did not know it. It was then suggested
to him that it had been called 'dactylography' or ' dactyloscopy ' - terms of
Greek origin - and he said, ' Oh, yes! that's a German name for it.' I ask,"
continues Mr. Budden, "whether the user of the finger-print system against
prisoners should be left in the hands of non-scientific men." Mr. Budden also
states that his views on "the use of finger-prints as evidence against an
accused person are the same as those expressed by Mr. Justice Channell in
his masterly charge to the jury in the Stratton Case. I think the opinion of a
judge of such wide experience and authority well worth following by an
ordinary individual." I was privileged with a seat at the solicitor's table during
that important trial, and was afforded an opportunity of scrutinizing the
exhibits, commented on in another part of this work. Just before the trial I had
publicly expressed somewhat similar views to those held by Mr. Budden, and
happen to know that the learned judge having been made acquainted with my
opinion as to the necessity of scientific training for experts, entirely agreed
with that view and expressed himself to that effect before his remarkable
charge was delivered to the jur
Fingerprint Activities Dinosaurs
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How to Take Finger Prints
Picture Perfect A Thriller in Two Acts
| Kid's Activity Books | Art Books for Kids | Fairy Craft Books
Making, Matting, Mounting, Embellishing, Displaying and More
Learn about the awe-inspiring world of science with pop-ups, pull-outs, and fantastic
facts with Professor Robert WinstonUtterly Amazing Science is an engaging, eyecatching approach to exploring what makes the world go round. Professor Robert
Winston unravels the mysteries of science alongside pop-ups, pull-outs, flaps, sliders and
incredible science facts to make learning about science fun and interactive.Use push and
pull sliders to feel the force! Understand the building blocks of matter with a pop-up atom
or lift the flaps on the periodic table. Discover the incredible core topics in the world of
science, including forces and motions, light and colour, elements and matter, and magnets
and electricity with clear explanations and fun activities to help your child understand the
building blocks of science.Perfect for budding scientists with the combination of
information and interactivity, Utterly Amazing Science will leave you thoroughly blown
away!
Get ready to print, stamp, and CREATE! The perfect creative starting point for budding
artists, this book is filled with sweet illustrations and simple text that will encourage
children to use their imaginations. With five fun ink pads and lots of creative prompts,
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children will love printing, stamping, and creating! Ink is washable and nontoxic.
“Fundamentals are covered in some detail, complete with photographs and step-by-step
illustrations. Twenty-two crafty projects feature a variety of techniques, from faux gilded
to Indian quill frames...tips for arranging, hanging, and decorating with pictures. An idea
gallery ready for implementation.”—Booklist.
These unique and innovative books are based on the early childhood development system
invented by bestselling experts Olga Ouzorova and Elena Nefedova. Their methods help
children develop essential skills such as logical thinking, speech, imagination, and
especially, creativity and emotional awareness. Kids love to paint with their fingers, and
these books make that favorite activity even more beneficial. Even for young ones who
don’t yet talk, these books help build a solid foundation for speech development - all
while a child is creating awesome art! With guidance from the special parental tips,
children learn about animals, plants, and many other child-popular subjects. Every lesson
includes a rhyme, an illustration to complete, and an example to follow. All lessons and
books are organized by levels of complexity and are age-appropriate for each child.
Picture Perfect: The Jodi Arias Story
Ed Emberley's Fingerprint Drawing Book
The Fingerprint
A Picture Perfect Christmas
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Stickers Inside! Strengthens Fine Motor Skills, Develops Patience, Sparks Conversation,
Inspires Creativity
The New York Times Bestseller by Shanna Hogan, Picture Perfect is the true
crime chronicle of Jodi Arias. A DEVOTED BACHELOR Travis Alexander was
a handsome, hard-working, practicing Mormon who lived in Mesa, Arizona.
His good looks and easygoing manner made him popular with everyone,
especially the ladies. So when he was found with a bullet wound in the face
and his throat slashed, the brutal murder sent shock waves throughout his
community. Who could have done something so sinister? A DEADLY
OBSESSION But soon a suspect was singled out—Jodi Arias. A beautiful,
aspiring photographer, Jodi had been in a long-distance relationship with
Travis the year before. But Travis wasn't interested in a serious
commitment; he was seeing several women during that time. When he broke
up with her, that didn't stop Jodi from leaving California, moving to just a
few miles away from Travis's home, and inserting herself into his daily life.
Investigators found one piece of startling evidence in Travis's home that
implicated Jodi. But in a bizarre turn of events, Jodi would claim selfdefense. Was she a victim—or a devious femme fatale? With 8 pages of
chilling photos
From disowned to daughter to “I do?" Freelance photographers Liz Foster
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and Ryan Callahan are finally making plans for their future. And what better
time to get married than during the festive holiday season that brought
them together? If only Liz’s parents weren’t standing in the way of a pictureperfect wedding. Spurred on by the ghosts of Christmases past, Dan Foster
has already written Liz out of his will, so even attending the wedding—let
alone walking his daughter down the aisle—is out of the question. However,
this is the season for miracles and Ryan will do anything to make his bride
smile. What will it take to bring this family back together in time for the
wedding? If you like Christmas weddings, family reunions, and happily-everafters, then you’ll love this next chapter in The Wardrobe series by Candee
Fick. Pick up Picture Perfect Christmas and start celebrating the season
today. (NOTE: This book is a follow-up to Focus On Love and is best
understood if read in that order.)
This little book is packed with step-by-step guides for children to create all
kinds of people using the paint provided and a pen. Children can learn how
to make pirates, astronauts, mermaids and more as they fill the pages with
their own finger-painting scenes. Illustrations: Full colour throughout
Unique, unchanging, and formed five months before birth, fingerprints have
been an accepted and infallible means of personal identification for a
century. In LIFEPRINTS, Richard Unger presents a groundbreaking method
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of self-discovery and offers a daily compass for meaning and fulfillment.
Combining the science of dermatoglyphics (the study of fingerprints and
related line and hand shape designations) with the ancient wisdom of
palmistry, the LifePrints system is a simple yet profoundly accurate means
of mapping one's life purpose. Like examining an acorn to know what kind
of oak tree may one day emerge, reading our fingerprints reveals who we
are meant to become. • A guide to discovering one's life purpose by
decoding the map revealed in our unique combination of fingerprints. • This
new system is based on the author's 25 years of research and fingerprint
statistics for more than 52,000 hands. • Features step-by-step instructions
for identifying the fingerprints and mapping the life lessons for reaching
our full potential. • Includes detailed case studies plus fingerprint readings
for Albert Einstein, John F. Kennedy, Amelia Earhart, Walt Disney, Susan B.
Anthony, Martin Luther King, Charles Manson, and others.
Festive Fun Finger Prints
Finger Prints
Fingerprint Friends
Personal Genomes: Accessing, Sharing, and Interpretation
The Big Book of Conflict Resolution Games: Quick, Effective Activities to
Improve Communication, Trust and Collaboration
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Creative storytelling is at your fingertips in this engaging
activity book. It’s a different kind of finger painting! This
unique art book comes with nine ink pads in vibrant colors that
invite children to use their own fingerprints to complete the
art projects inside. Turn fingerprints into imaginative
characters, animals, and more. From colorful butterflies to a
pile of autumn-colored leaves, the possibilities are endless
with these creative projects. The ink pads come with a reusable
lid for easy cleanup and storage.
A poignant story of danger, love and trust, Finger Prints is a
cherished tale from New York Times bestselling author Barbara
Delinsky, and displays her deep understanding of the hopes and
fears that move us all. Once upon a time she was Robyn Hart, a
dogged journalist covering an arson case who saw too much and
wasn't afraid to expose it. But that courage nearly cost Robyn
her life. Now under the safety of the Witness Protection
program, she has a new identity—Carly Quinn—with a new job in a
new city. As she struggles to make the best of her new life in
Boston, the terror of the past still lingers, and Carly lives in
fear that her enemies will find her. Though she tries to wall
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herself off from the world, one determined man breaks through
her defenses—successful attorney Ryan Cornell. Though Carly
yearns to give him her heart, she doesn’t know if she can. While
loving him offers a happiness she thought she'd lost forever,
trusting him could cost her everything. Riveting, emotionally
charged, and full of memorable characters, Finger Prints
exemplifies the extraordinary storytelling that readers love
from Delinsky.
Detective Michael Bennett finally returns to New York City-and
to the most unsettling, horrific case of his career in this #1
New York Times bestseller. At last, Detective Michael Bennett
and his family are coming home to New York City. Thanks to
Bennett, the ruthless crime lord whose vengeful mission forced
the Bennett family into hiding has been brought down for good.
Back in the city that never sleeps, Bennett takes over a chaotic
Outreach Squad in Harlem, where he receives an unusual call: a
man claims to have seen a group of well-dressed men holding a
bizarre party in a condemned building. With no clear crime or
evidence, Bennett dismisses the report. But when a charred body
is found in that very same building, he is forced to take the
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demented caller seriously-and is drawn into an underground
criminal world of terrifying depravity.
Bursting with fun fingerprinting ideas, this colourful activity
book comes with its own inkpad of seven bright colours. Decorate
the scenes with spiders, ladybirds, ants, bees and more. There
are simple instructions showing how to fingerprint each creature
and the book has a spiral binding so that it lies flat.
Illustrations: Full colour throughout
Fingerprints and Phantoms
Picture Perfect
Finger Painting. Level 1
Utterly Amazing Science
Picture Perfect Finger Prints
A rhyming book about colours with recessed finger trails and flaps. Learn colours with Miss
Caterpillar in this colourful addition to our finger trail board book series! Follow the finger trail
paths and recite the rhymes as Miss Caterpillar searches for different colours in each scene. With
flaps on every page and sweet illustrations, Miss Caterpillar's Colours is sure to be a family
favourite! Stuart Lynch's sweet illustrations are sure to keep little ones entertained.
Young boys and girls will love adding their painty prints to the page to bring a whole host of
animals, objects and scenes to life. From giving a cheetah his spots to making it pour with rain,
creative kids will have hours of fun transforming this simple book with just a few painty
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fingerprints!
An exciting activity book designed especially for little fingers. Children can press their fingers
into the ink pad and fingerprint away!
A stage thriller from the 2007 TSC New Play Festival and the Edgar Award-winning author of
Matter of Intent: Criminal psychology professor Marcus Micheaux and his mystery writer wife
Beverly Hatcher have the perfect life-until condemned serial killer Gunther Creel, whom Marcus
interviewed extensively for his research, paints a portrait of them. After Creel's execution the
painting gradually begins to change-and so do Marcus and Beverly, until, along with their closest
friends, they are entangled in a widening web of betrayal, madness, and murder.
Miss Caterpillar's Colours Board Book
Fingerprint Activities
Fingerprint Fun
Finger Printing Easter
Fingerprints of God

Creative storytelling and fairy fun at your fingertips at home or on the go! Turn
fingerprints into imaginative play with Fingerprint Friends: Fairies! Story prompts and
9 colorful ink stamp pads encourage creative play and meaningful interaction between
adults and kids. Sturdy pages and attached ink pad make Fingerprint Friends: Fairies
perfect for art-time fun at home and on the go. The completed book will become a
treasured keepsake that captures each child's unique imagination.
In a profession dominated by logic, law, evidence, and science, are there some things you
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can't explain? Join a veteran crime scene investigator exploring 26 chilling experiences
spanning two decades. His true stories will leave you wondering if it is a criminal, or
something else, going bump in the night. Meet a young girl who receives a visit from her
mother...the day after her mother is murdered. Find out whether spirits follow those
investigating their deaths home . . . and then stay. Discover whether it is possible for
someone who is not dead to be haunting his own office, and investigate a child's toy
telephone acting as a link to the other side. Can you believe in something incredible?
This collection of strange and frightening tales is perfect for any campfire experience!
Lifeprints
A Little SPOT of Feelings
Guide to Finger-Print Identification
The Evidence of Earth's Lost Civilization
Sourcebook
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